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A DUI in California has consequences based on your record and crime.  No matter where you live, a
drunk driving conviction is considered a major crime.  You will have to face some tough
consequences based on your specific charge.  You will face costs, jail time, license suspension, and
probation.  Often you are forced to go to alcohol education, and perform community service.  It will
be useful for you to learn the laws.  It is always a wise idea to find professional legal help so that
you get the best outcome possible.

First time California DUI offenders will have to handle a ton of consequences.  You can get up to 48
hours of jail time, or sometimes up to 6 months.  Your license will be suspended for 6 months.  By
proving financial hardship, you may be able to get it again restricted after 30 days.  You will be put
on probation for at least 3 years with a misdemeanor on your report.  Your file will have a felony on
it if your DUI involved bodily harm.  You will have to pay really high fines, which you may get
lessened by performing community service. You will also have to enroll in an alcohol treatment
program.

A second offense will have similar consequences but often tougher.  You will lose your license for
two years.  You may lose your automobile to impounding.  Jail time can range from 90 days up to
one year.  You may have to attend 18 to 30 months in alcohol treatment programs.  You will still pay
very high fines and could get up to five years of probation.  Community service may be done as an
alternative to jail.  If this is your second offense, you will definitely want to hire a DUI attorney in
Orange County or a DUI attorney in Irvine for help with your case.

There are often other circumstances that will affect your consequences and what you will have to
face.  If you are pulled over and under the age of 21, the laws will slightly vary.  For instance, your
license suspension will be one full year, even if you are a first time criminal.  Drivers of commercial
cars must have a much lower blood alcohol content.  Donâ€™t think that a DUI is a traffic violation.  You
will have a criminal record permanently.

Every DUI charge will vary depending what state you live in, but it is considered a severe crime no
matter where you are.  If you reside in another state, you might want to research convictions.  These
reasons alone should convince you that driving even after one drink is a very bad idea.
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